MESSAGE FROM CMD
Dear SCIans our precious Seafarers,
Today on the occasion of the 57th National Maritime Day and the 101st Anniversary of Indian
shipping, I salute our sea warriors - the maritime front-liners who continue to render the most
invaluable service to the humanity connecting the world at large and keeping alive the vital
trade links and the wheels of economy rolling; but for your sacrifice, commitment and
perseverance, half of the world would freeze and the other half would starve.
We, at SCI, are indeed very proud of you and wish to acknowledge and express our gratitude
for your immeasurable contribution. You, the unsung real heroes sailing across the globe in
turbulent waters and weathering the violent storms, essentially form the backbone of the
maritime industry. We recognize and appreciate your commitment and courage and share the
concern for you and your families, especially during the challenging times that we face
today. Let us through our unified efforts continue to strive and protect the image and
professionalism of the glorious Maritime Industry which we are proud to be a part of and
support and uplift each other during these uncertain times and not let the distance deter us.
As we light the lamps at 9 PM today for 9 minutes, lighting up the skies in the darkness of the
night, we, at SCI, shall remember you and the glory that you bring the humanity, and pray for
all your well-being. Tonight, once again we shall bond in the unique way when every lamp
glow in a beautiful gesture of "Deepmala" on the historic and memorable National Maritime
Day to celebrate your service to the nation and mankind.
A salute to our real heroes, Jai Hind!
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